In the days after 9/11/01, as the dust hung over lower Manhattan, and as a frantic search continued for those who died in the World Trade Center, George Bush promised a global “war on terror” that would be a “lengthy campaign unlike any other we have ever seen.”

His Secretary of Defense, Donald Rumsfeld said to “go massive. Sweep it all up – things related and things not.” Vice President “Dick” Cheney said the war would last generations, and called for the U.S. to go to the “dark side.”

Because they said the attack on the United States on 9/11 “changed everything,” the Bush regime began a massive crime wave, starting wars of aggression against Afghanistan and Iraq. They put together a massive global system of torture, kidnapping and spying on vast populations. According to Physicians for Social Responsibility, as of 2012, the U.S. war on Iraq killed more than one million Iraqis.

The U.S. military occupations and special operations created “9/11’s” all over the Middle East, which then played a key role in generating the forces that became ISIS.

And there has been no one held responsible for these crimes carried out by the world’s biggest military power.

If you care about the future of humanity and the planet, then the only choice is to act together to stop these wars for empire.

No More Endless War in Our Name!

15 YEARS OF WAR ON THE WORLD
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Neither Clinton nor Trump will:
• stop targeted killing and bombing by U.S. military
• shut down or even trim the 1,100+ U.S. bases around the world
• apologize or pay reparations to those countries destroyed by the so-called “war on terror.”

THE CHANGE WE NEED IS NOT ON THE BALLOT.
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